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Abstract: Maraging steel is an engineering alloy which has been widely employed in metal additive
manufacturing. This paper examines manufacturing and post-processing factors affecting the
properties of maraging steel fabricated via laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF). It covers the review of
published research findings on how powder quality feedstock, processing parameters, laser scan
strategy, build orientation and heat treatment can influence the microstructure, density and porosity,
defects and residual stresses developed on L-PBF maraging steel, with a focus on the maraging steel
300 alloy. This review offers an evaluation of the resulting mechanical properties of the as-built and
heat-treated maraging steel 300, with a focus on anisotropic characteristics. Possible directions for
further research are also identified.
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1. Introduction

Laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) is a technology used in metal additive manufacturing (AM).
Controlled by existing computer-aided design/manufacturing know-how, L-PBF systems drive a
high-wattage laser energy source to selectively melt successive thin layers of metallic powder particles,
which in turn produces high-density functional components, though the majority of these parts require
additional finishing. A typical L-PBF process configuration is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Since the mid-1990s, there have been major advancements in controlling the L-PBF technology’s
underlying physics, and as a result, it became less complicated to implement in practice, and has become
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much more prevalent in recent years [1–3]. Metal L-PBF systems are well suited to serial production as
they provide consistent and repeatable outputs and are capable of producing metallic components
with the durability, quality, and precision suitable for industrial applications [4–9]. On account of
the demand, the range of L-PBF processable materials has been expanding simultaneously, where so
far, the compositions have closely followed that of standard alloys. The logic being, for structural
applications, it is desirable that the AM parts do not deviate characteristically from those conventionally
manufactured (CM) [9,10].

Maraging steels possess the mechanical properties which offer them engineering significance in
applications where high strength, toughness, and ductility, at high hardness, and dimensional stability
are required [11–13]. Maraging refers to martensitic microstructure, commonly found in steels, which
can be strengthened/hardened through an ageing heat-treatment [14,15]. Maraging steel’s low-carbon
soft martensitic matrix is mostly free from interstitial alloying elements, which rank it as an excellent
candidate for synthesis by AM and welding [11,16–18]. It is maraging steel’s outstanding properties
and conjunction with the L-PBF process’s shaping efficiency that give maraging steel 300 such appeal.
The ideal situation is a stand-alone L-PBF technology that can produce parts exhibiting predictable,
repeatable and reliable mechanical properties with implicit material characteristics. Comprehensive
metallurgical evaluations and assessments of machine-specific behaviours are necessary in the pursuit
of this goal. In the case of L-PBF maraging steel 300, however, the reality is that the AM system/feedstock
suppliers provide very limited data on the output of the process in terms of the material’s performance.
Moreover, the metallurgical observations in the literature are highly varied and the body of published
research is currently inadequate to characterise material performance for engineering designs and
products. The purpose of this review is to examine how the mechanical properties of the L-PBF
maraging steel 300 are influenced by the: (a) AM process, namely powder and fabrication (focusing on
processing parameters, laser scan strategy and build orientation) and (b) post-processing (focusing on
heat treatment). The aspects covered in the review paper are illustrated in Figure 2.
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The 18% Ni 300 grade maraging steel (referred for simplicity as maraging steel 300 in this paper),
or slight modifications thereof, has been used widely in AM, and is retailed commercially in powder
form under several aliases. Maraging steel 300 has already been recognised as a very important
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hardenable alloy in the mold and tooling industry. It was quickly identified that it might be especially
well-qualified for use with contemporary metal AM process innovations when this technology emerged
in the mid-1990s [2,19,20]. The processing advantages offered by AM have therefore given maraging
steel 300 modern engineering significance for the fabrication of general mechanical components where
high-resolution, high-precision, ultra-high-strength, toughness and ductility, and dimensional stability
are required, such as aerospace parts and tooling [11–13,21].

Maraging steel’s exceptional strength and toughness are achieved by combining its binary Fe-Ni
primary phase system with a fine dispersion of secondary phase alloying elements (Mo, Co, and Ti).
Strengthening precipitates, which block the movement of dislocations/defects within the crystal lattice,
are mobilised through a straightforward and relatively expeditious ageing heat-treatment [12,16,22,23].
The 300 designation represents the alloy’s yield strength (Rp0.2) in kilopound per square inch (ksi) units,
whereas the maraging classification indicates a strong martensitic structure which can be improved
significantly by a precipitation hardening heat-treatment (ageing) [15,24,25]. The maraging steel 300
was one of four strength grades (200, 250, 300, 350) developed by International Nickel (Inco) [12,14].
Inco initially developed four commercial MS grades (Table 1) which were tailored to cover a range of
strength capabilities, with each strength level being optimised for toughness [24].

Table 1. Chemical composition (wt%) and strength of commercial-grade maraging steels, Inco [24].

Alloy
Designation Ni Mo Co Ti Al Rp0.2

(MPa)

18Ni (200) 18 3.3 8.5 0.2 0.1 1400
18Ni (250) 18 5.0 8.5 0.4 0.1 1700
18Ni (300) 18 5.0 9.0 0.7 0.1 2000
18Ni (350) 18 4.2 12.5 1.6 0.1 2400

Maraging steel 300 is highly important with a large application scope in the aerospace/marine,
defence and industrial sectors (e.g., in fabricating large welded artillery shells/vessels, precision
load-bearing structures, and tooling mold and die) [12,18,24,26,27]. Considered ultra-high-strength
steels, with processing advantages such as insensitivity to welding and ease of heat-treatment, maraging
steels provide designers with materials that have high specific strength (yield strength, Rp0.2, to
density), and fracture toughness (MPa.

√
m) for structural applications [12]. This is illustrated in the

Ashby chart in Figure 3, where one can observe that maraging steels can be a competitive choice with
titanium alloys.

High strength is achieved in these 18Ni maraging steel alloys by second-phase precipitation of
intermetallic compounds rather than by carbide precipitation [28,29]. The presence of carbon must be
as minimal as possible to avoid affecting the steel’s advantageous characteristics (strength-toughness
combination, harden-ability, formability) [14]. Once these intermetallic compounds are present as a
fine dispersion uniformly distributed throughout the softer Fe-Ni matrix, a condition of optimum
strength can be obtained.
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2.2. Heat Treatment

CM maraging steel 300 has traditionally achieved its strength by means of a two-stage
heat-treatment [15,25], solution-annealing and isothermal ageing. The goal of the solution-anneal,
whereby the alloy is heated and held in the fully austenitic phase (Typically 1 h at 815 ◦C), is to disperse
the concentration of hardening elements, which have accumulated at grain boundaries, by fully
dissolving them into a solid solution [18]. As the alloy cools rapidly to room temperature, the austenite
transforms into extremely ductile, body-centered cubic (BCC) martensite [15]. This diffusionless
transformation is easily achieved at low temperatures (135 ◦C) and cooling rates by virtue of the alloy’s
high Ni content (18%) [14,15]. The outcome of the solution annealing process paves the way for the
ensuing precipitation hardening response, which causes the second phase to precipitate locally.

Maraging steel producers supply the alloy in its solution annealed condition, which can be readily
fabricated by conventional methods (CM). In fabrication, components exhibiting work-hardening
can benefit from a repeated solution anneal, which re-homogenises the microstructure, suppresses
anisotropy (i.e., caused by coldworking), and alleviates residual fabrication stresses. The material
will once again display homogeneous mechanical properties, although naturally, this supplementary
heat-treatment step incurs additional fabrication cost [15,18].

Strength is achieved when the dispersion of hardening particles precipitate locally to impede
the motion of dislocations. These obstacles heighten the stress required for dislocation motion, hence
enhancing the alloy’s strength and hardness. Furthermore, when good toughness is sought, maraging
steel alloys are aged past their peak-hardness condition (overaged), where the decomposition of
metastable martensite to austenite (or austenite reversion) takes place [30]. The ageing time (t) and
temperature (T) parameters exert significant authority on the size development of precipitates [25].

3. Factors Affecting Laser Powder Bed Fusion Built Part Properties

The L-PBF’s technology wider adoption by the industry relies on a foundational level of process
control and an ability to regulate metallurgical outputs. As the technology continues to mature, more
is expected of the functional parts produced, with special attention towards achieving metallurgical
soundness by tackling the factors which influence mechanical performance [6]. Engineering design and
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manufacturing are influenced by material anisotropy, microstructural defects, etc., incurring additional
costs to resolve these issues. Furthermore, unique attention for the produced parts in terms of extensive
post-processing (i.e., surface finishing, heat treatment and non-destructive inspections) is necessary.
Structure–critical metallic components produced by L-PBF systems are expected to display a high
degree of isotropy, especially for high performance—fatigue critical applications.

3.1. The Anisotropic Character of the Laser Powder Bed Fusion Process and Impact on Microstructure

Among issues identified is the dependence of mechanical properties on the build orientation,
and the repeatability of mechanical properties outputs for products produced on different L-PBF
equipment. The L-PBF build-process itself is inherently anisotropic. Uniaxial movement of the build
plate, layer-wise powder deposition, planar movement of the heat-source (scan strategy), and the
subsequent heat-transfer through pre-deposited layers, all promote orientation-dependent properties.
When powerful laser scan strategies are employed to successively melt thin layers of fine powder
particles, it provokes a distinct three-dimensional macrostructural pattern formation. At a deeper
metallurgical level, the dynamics of heat-transfer within the melt-pool and surrounding material
provokes specific microstructures. Depending on the particular alloy’s chemistry as well as the laser
scan algorithm employed, this heat-transfer can cause directionality of crystal growth (fibre texture) and
non-random crystalline orientation effects (crystallographic texture) [31–35]. Cyclic high-temperatures
and rapid melt-pool cooling rates, along with the magnitude and direction of heat flow, continually
change grain-boundary location within and between build layers. This thermal handling guides
the formation of the AM microstructure evolution, crystalline orientation, and fibrous alignment.
Both fibrous and crystallographic textures have been correlated to mechanical property anisotropy in a
range of AM materials (e.g., IN738LC alloy, Hastelloy X) [32,34].

Columnar grains have been reported in several studies, with their axis orientated parallel to the
direction of build and concurrent with the direction of maximum heat-flow [3,31,36]. The preferential
growth of columnar grains for a given build layer can be broken up by rotating the laser scan
direction (e.g., 90◦) for subsequent layers as demonstrated by AlMangour et al. [37]. This approach
led to decreased texture and reduced mechanical property anisotropy in TiB2/316 L stainless steel
nanocomposites. Similarly, Bhardwaj et al. [38] recently demonstrated how the laser scan direction has
a strong influence on the crystallographic texture and mechanical properties in EOS maraging steel 300
(codified as MS1), showing that the texture depends on the adopted scan strategy.

3.2. Impact on Built Part Properties

The state of anisotropy in the as-built metal is further exacerbated by ancillary process defects, such
as residual stresses, and porosity. In addition, the L-PBF build conditions (environmental conditions,
processing parameters, and quality of raw materials) are known to influence part performance and can
amplify/ exaggerate the condition of anisotropy and affect repeatability. Part density is compromised
by imperfections such as regions of un-melted powder, and the presence of voids/porosity and
inclusions [39–41]. Porosity reduces the fabricated component’s effective cross-sectional area and can
act as stress raisers and potential loci for fracture initiation [5,39]. Lower fatigue strengths have been
reported for L-PBF components due to these defects [42]. Furthermore, the correct use of support
structures during the build process is essential for controlling the deformation of parts from thermal
residual stresses which are the unavoidable consequence of the mandatory high melt-pool temperatures
and rapid cooling rates.

Residual stresses in AM-produced alloys are the unfortunate and unavoidable consequence of
the short and severe laser-powder interaction times and rapid melt-pool cooling rates [43]. Residual
stresses can lead to dimensional instability either during the build, or during secondary machining
operations (e.g., when the parts are removed from the build plate). The residual stress distribution
through the material also plays a significant role in the component’s directional mechanical properties.
The severity of these process induced imperfections has somewhat abated in recent years, with the
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continued harmonisation of processing conditions, and the improved quality of raw materials [4,31].
Nonetheless, the art has not been completely mastered, meaning the defects that persist are more than
enough to impact the mechanical performance and intensify anisotropy in L-PBF fabricated metals.

The multitude of fabrication variables (e.g., laser power, scan speed, layer thickness) which require
optimisation in order to ensure sound metallurgical bonding whilst curtailing process defects, signify
the level of control complexity that industrial practitioners must grapple with. Some L-PBF system
providers ameliorate the cause by providing factory default, undisclosed, and pre-optimised sets
of parameters for specific material and machine combinations. These support reliable mechanical
properties and bolsters a repeatable industry level of quality making it possible to directly fabricate near
fully dense components that exhibit the mechanical functionality necessary for heavy-duty tasks [44].

4. The Laser Powder Bed Fusion Maraging Steel

4.1. Microstructure

The typical low-magnification microstructure of maraging steel 300 has a complex appearance, with
bundled interconnections of fan-shaped solidification cells between molten lines [17,45]. An example
of the sectioned microstructure is shown in Figure 4. The particular development/detail (i.e., melt-pool
width and depth) is subject to the L-PBF processing parameters employed (e.g., the layer thickness,
scan strategy, scan spacing, speed and laser power). Nonetheless, several maraging steel 300
studies [17,45–47] employing alternative L-PBF systems and process parameter settings report very
similar microstructures. In these studies, the melt-pools were observed to range in width (75–100 µm)
and depth (40–50 µm), shown in Figure 4a, which is reflective of the applied laser spot-size, energy
and layer-thickness. Variations in the reported AM systems’ laser input energy (i.e., ranging between
105–400 W), laser scan strategies (e.g., the scan rotation angle between successive layers), and the
use of pulsed versus continuous line scan, were also observed across these studies. These general
observations serve to demonstrate how the AM processing procedure is not a standardised practice,
and the methods by which it is administered, along with the metallurgical results achieved, are subject
to variation between producers.
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Figure 4. (a) Low magnification optical and (b) high magnification Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) images of laterally sectioned structure fabricated with the EOS EOSINT M280 L-PBF system
using the manufacturer’s recommended set of parameters (MS1 Performance 2.0) and EOS maraging
steel 300 powder (codified by EOS as MS1). The arrows indicate the additive manufacturing (AM)
build direction.

A higher magnification image revealing the formation of a microstructure (fused/re-solidified
zones) of very fine solidification cells is shown in Figure 4b. These cellular martensite bundles comprise
a compact arrangement of fine, coarse, and dendrite cell formations with sub-micron intercellular
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spacing, and grow epitaxially across laser-tracks and build-layers [28,29,40,45–47]. Assisted by rapid
melt-pool cooling rates (circa 103 to 108 K/s), the evolution mechanisms of these cells relate to the
melt-region thermal flux direction which changes for successive layers whereby the cells orientate
themselves concurrent with the direction of heat-flow/removal. A theoretical explanation of their
formation is presented in a recent study by Tan et al. [48]. This characteristic cellular structure, unique
to the powder processing method, is believed to be a major contributor to the strength difference
between as-built AM versus the solution-annealed CM alloy, which in contrast does not display
retained austenite in its microstructure, and exhibits random parent grains, each containing coarse and
disordered packets of parallel lath-martensite [13,16,47,49,50].

As shown in Figure 4, retained austenite is easily distinguishable in the high magnification
microstructure where it presents as the bright phase which aggregates at cell boundaries. It arises
in the as-built alloy from an uncompleted transformation into martensite during the rapid
cooling/solidification. The existence of these microscopic segregated solute-rich regions not only
softens the as-built alloy, but also augments further austenite reversion during the elevated temperature
precipitation heat-treatment cycle [17,40,51–53].

Accordingly, the importance of appropriate L-PBF processing variables is evident since these
will govern the volume of retained austenite in the as-built microstructure, and ultimately the part
performance. Studies that performed quantitative phase analysis [17,46,51,52] have confirmed a
significant amount of retained austenite in the as-built metal, however, are at variance with regards
to the percentage volume present. Jägle et al. [52]—who used high resolution electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD) scans—estimated a volume fraction of 8.5% ± 3.56%, whereas Casati et al. [17],
Kempen et al. [51], Suryawanshi et al. [46], Yin et al. [54], and Tan et al. [48] performing Reitveld
refinements measured 11.38%, 5.8%, 10%, 10.3% and 1.6% respectfully.

The observed variability in the literature may indeed be the direct result of the individual
fabrication parameters and scan strategies and/or due to material characterisation diligence. In their
study, Bhardwaj et al. [38] quantified the effect of two alternative laser scan strategies on the volume
of as-built retained austenite and found that the scan strategy indeed impacts on the quantity of this
phase, and thus the alloy’s as-built tensile properties (discussed further in the sequel). The harmful
effect of this austenite phase, which limits the as-built alloy’s strengthening capacity, can be greatly
diminished by holding the laser heat-input to a minimum, in conjunction with the use of appropriate
laser scan strategies.

When comparing the AM material against its CM counterpart Jägle et al. [16] found no observable
difference between the precipitate chemistry, formation kinetics, morphology, or size. Despite their
vastly different processing routes (CP versus AM), precipitates form in the very same way, although
the materials exhibit significantly different characteristics with respect to the grain-morphology
and size, the texture, and the presence of retained austenite. The alloy’s processing history can be
held exclusively responsible hence. In an early study by Stanford et al. [13] the authors claim that
precipitation took place in EOS MS1, during the build process, as revealed by their microstructural
evaluation. Particles of ~20–100 nm in size were observed via Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM),
and the material exhibited a good degree of hardness in the as-built condition (387 Vickers Hardness
(HV), 39–40 Rockwell C Hardness (HRC)). In stark contrast, Jägle et al. [29] reported no evidence of
early precipitation or nucleation of solutes in the as-built material despite the alloy’s propensity to
develop precipitates, and despite AM’s unique thermal profile (intrinsic heat-treatment). This view is
shared by Mutua et al. [49], who declare that the high solidification cooling rates prohibit the formation
of precipitates. In more detailed follow-up examinations, Jägle et al. [16] state that early stages of
precipitation are limited to Ti-Ti clustering which constitutes the early formation of Ni3Ti precipitates.
When investigating the size and morphology of precipitates in aged material Jägle et al. [29] found
that the particles ranged in size from diameter ~2–11 nm depending on their chemistry. Separately,
Suryawanshi et al. [46] found the average precipitate size to be ~40 nm in length and ~5 nm in width.
These conclusions put Stanford’s observations into question. The works conducted by Jägle are
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considered to have a greater technical footing as they employed more capable L-PBF equipment, and
more appropriate characterisation techniques in their assessments.

The discrepancies between studies, however, is a testament to the level of variation that exists
between independent researchers and producers. The selection of equipment, processing parameters,
and characterisation techniques can provide vastly contrasting results between studies.

4.2. Factors Affecting Material Properties

4.2.1. Powder

An area of primary research is focused on L-PBF system parameter optimisation with the prevailing
goal of eliminating microstructural defects such as porosity, un-fused particles, and micro-cracking.
Moreover, incorrect combinations of process parameters have an influence on the part’s distortion and
its final geometrical accuracy. While the user can impose certain authority over the system’s control
parameters and performance towards this goal, the feedstock quality (chemical composition, size and
morphology) is more intractable, and plays an important role in the final quality and properties of
the fabricated part. The chemical composition specification ranges covering the main commercially
available maraging steel 300 powders (including EOS MS1, Concept Laser CL50WS and Renishaw
M300) [55–62], which are typically controlled by L-PBF equipment manufacturers, are presented in
Table 2.

Table 2. Typical chemical composition ranges (wt%) of 18% Ni maraging steel 300 powders used in
metal L-PBF [55–62].

Ni Mo Co Ti Cr Si Mn C Fe

17–19 4.5–6 8.5–11 0.6–1.2 0–0.5 ≤1.0 ≤1.0 ≤0.03 Balance

Individual suppliers work within these specification limits for their specific powder blend.
The defined chemical specification of a given powder variant is critical towards the achievable properties
of the finished part, however, these specifications are often difficult to achieve in production because
the powders tend to vary within specification (e.g., through regulation of gas and vacuum parameters
during atomization). Therefore, a degree of supplier and batch variability is inevitable [63,64]. Slight
alterations to the powder’s chemistry can have major implications on the produced parts as discussed
in a case study by feedstock supplier LPW Technology [63]. The discovery of cracking in bulk L-PBF
maraging steel 300 was traced back to the presence of residual chemical elements—in particular Silicon,
Manganese and Boron—which were not deliberately added to the alloy but were present in raw material
despite the powder falling within specification for the main comprising elements. This highlights the
alloy’s sensitivity to upstream contamination and signifies the importance of sourcing quality assured
products from reputable suppliers who can meet narrow chemical specification requirements and
mitigate against residual element contamination.

As with the powder’s chemistry, subtle alterations to its morphology (size and shape) can
exert significant control over the L-PBF build quality, particularly, the as-built surface roughness
and relative density of the parts. The powder granule shape and size distribution determine
the achievable layer-wise packing density, flowability and inter-particle sintering kinetics during
fabrication [65], yet very few L-PBF maraging steel 300 researchers [48,66–69] have performed particle
analysis on the starting material, thus making it difficult to correlate observed microstructural defects
and mechanical properties variations with the feedstock characteristics.

In these studies, unimodal distributions of spherically shaped granules with size range 10–70 µm,
and central tendency of 35–40 µm, have been generally acknowledged. When a batch of powder is
cycled through multiple AM builds, the feedstock experiences a steady gain in Nitrogen and Oxygen
concentrations [70], as well as a shift towards larger and agglomerated powder granules which tend
to get pushed cross-platform into the system’s collection chamber during recoating. Contrastingly,
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smaller spherical granules, which permit high packing efficiencies, are more readily consumed by the
process. These symptoms of powder recycling will impede flow behaviour due to inter-particle friction
during the recoating process, lead to reduced packing efficiencies, and effect the feedstock’s interaction
with the laser beam.

Together these factors will ultimately lower the AM part’s build quality (i.e., surface roughness
and relative density) [65,71]. Irregular shaped microstructural defects/pores are indicative of powder
packing deficiencies, whereas the formation of spherical pores pertains to melt-pool gas entrapment.
So far, only one early study by Hoeges et al. [72] has presented findings on the influence of maraging
steel 300 feedstock on the produced metal. The study deals with a comparison between gas and water
atomized maraging steel 300 powders, and their influence on the properties of L-PBF test-coupons.
Despite only slight differences in the powder morphologies, it was necessary to modify the L-PBF
processing parameters for each of these powder variants in order to achieve similar relative densities
in the produced parts.

To date, however, no study has examined the role of particle morphology on the achievable surface
roughness, relative density and mechanical properties of maraging steel 300 by holding constant the
L-PBF processing parameters. Perhaps the ongoing development of new in situ techniques for L-PBF
process monitoring/diagnostics, i.e., [73–75], will allow enhanced process reliability by compensating
for feedstock variations in real-time fabrication, and ultimately facilitate the production of components
exhibiting enhanced material performance.

4.2.2. Processing Parameters

Several maraging steel 300 studies have identified the optimum processing parameters as those
which provide part relative density >99% [39–41,46,47,76]. According to powder feedstock supplier
LPW, a relative density of >99.9% is considered the benchmark for near fully dense builds [63].
Experimental results published by Koutney et al. [67] showed that an increase in the laser energy
density during AM processing (i.e., from 53.6–65.5 J/mm3) can lead to enhanced relative density
(99.1–99.9%) and superior mechanical properties (e.g., 16% increase in Elasticity Modulus (E), 3%
greater yield strength (Rp0.2) and 26% increased ductility) in as-built maraging steel 300. Energy
density (Ed) is a function of laser power (P), scan speed (v), pitch (scan spacing) (h), and layer-thickness
(lt) as described by Equation (1) [49,77]:

Ed = P/vhlt (1)

Through a Design of Experiments (DOE) approach, Casalino et al. [77], Campanelli et al. [78], and
Mutua et al. [49] lay the groundwork for maximising relative density while signalling the significance
of Ed by varying factors P and v, and monitoring the alloy’s resulting mean-response in terms of
density, hardness, tensile strength, and ductility measurements. The mechanical properties were highly
variable due to the effects of Ed on the resulting relative density which ranged in these studies from
90.9–99.9%. In their work, Mutua et al. [49] provide a graphical process window/schema obtained
from their experimental results. The schema relates these influential parameters (P, v, Ed) and clearly
identifies a suitable L-PBF process window for maraging steel 300 fabrication, i.e., regions in which the
relationship between these input variables corresponds to alterations in the alloy’s relative density,
microstructure, and hence the mechanical properties. The authors also showed that excessively high
Ed will lead to porosity, thus, a reduction in the alloy’s relative density. The spherically shaped pores
observed in this condition were caused by gas entrapment within molten pools. Similarly, Suryawanshi
et al. [46] suggest that a sub-optimal combination of process settings, namely laser power (P) and/or
lower scan-speed (v) may have been responsible for the presence of small spherically shaped pores
in their fabricated test specimens. The same authors present contradictory porosity quantifications
for alternative evaluation techniques: the Archimedes method (0.5%), and Image Analysis Method
(0.7–1.1%). In their reported mechanical properties, an underperformance in terms of the alloy’s
as-built strength can be observed. Furthermore, the aged (5 h at 480 ◦C) tensile ductility properties were
approximately 40% lower than the guide-values outlined in their material supplier’s datasheet [57].
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As highlighted earlier, these metallurgical defects can act as stress raisers and potential loci for fracture
initiation causing the alloy to fail prematurely. Moreover, the state of anisotropy can be exacerbated by
ancillary process defects, such as residual stresses, and porosity, and a number of researchers have
investigated the effect of L-PBF processing parameters to improve the build quality of maraging steel
300 [49,77,78].

4.2.3. Laser Scan Strategy

Past research efforts have been mostly focused on processing parameters’ optimisation to achieve
high-density parts, with less work conducted on assessing the effect of alternative laser scan strategies
on the microstructural integrity and anisotropy of maraging steel 300 [38]. Yasa et al. [41] and
Becker et al. [39] put forward proposals of laser re-melting (or double exposure) scan strategies
as a solution towards decreasing unwanted porosity. Both studies demonstrated how such scan
strategies can provide slight improvements to maraging steel 300’s relative density results. In their
experiments, Becker et al. [39] selected suitable parameter settings and used these in conjunction with
a double exposure scan-strategy to reduce the presence of voids to within 0.3% in the as-built metal
(i.e., improving relative density from 99.5% to 99.7%). They scrutinised the effect of laser re-melting
by performing tensile tests on specimens built with their longitudinal axis aligned at 0◦ and 90◦

to the build-plate. In the reported results, however, the marginal decrease in porosity achieved
through laser re-melting (0.2%), is partnered by a considerable increase in tensile property anisotropy
(i.e., Elasticity Modulus, yield strength and ductility). Whilst a single laser exposure scan-strategy
produced material exhibiting a certain anisotropy, the second pass of the laser resulted in a significantly
larger divergence in properties with respect to the build orientation. The results imply that residual
stresses and/or preferred texture (perhaps promoted by this double exposure scan strategy), in
conjunction with AM’s inherently anisotropic layer-wise macrostructure, may be at the root of the
strength divergence. Residual stresses are suspected to be the cause of scattering witnessed in crack
growth analysis in the same article. Additionally, when Yasa et al. [41] achieved hardness values 30%
higher than the CM alloy, they assigned their reasoning to early-stage precipitation caused by the
process’s intrinsic heating. It may be more plausible, however, that this premium hardness derived from
compressive surface stresses is installed by the double exposure scan strategy. Although tailored scan
strategies can be employed to eradicate porosity, the evidence suggests that these thermal processing
events have ancillary effects that may adversely affect the performance of the produced part.

Becker et al. [39] and Bhardwaj et al. [38] showed that rotating the laser scan direction for
subsequent build layers during AM build-up had a noticeable impact on the residual stress state
in maraging steel 300. In these studies, measurements were performed on the top (free-surface),
and base surface (after removal from the build-plate). Two scan strategies, X and XY—as shown in
Figure 5—were compared. While both of these studies investigate the influence of the intra-layer laser
scan rotation (90◦) on surface/near-surface residual stresses, alternative residual stress characterisation
techniques were employed and these produced conflicting results. In Figure 5 “N” represents an
arbitrary build layer and subsequent layers are labelled “N + 1” and “N + 2”. Using x-ray diffraction,
Bhardwaj et al. [38] detected compressive surface residual stresses for both X and X-Y strategies. Higher
magnitude stresses, 25% of yield strength (0.25 × Rp0.2), were observed in material fabricated using the
X scan strategy, whereas the X-Y strategy resulted in slightly lower magnitudes (0.2 × Rp0.2). This X-Y
strategy was also beneficial towards reducing texture, and tensile specimens fabricated using this
algorithm achieved higher yield strength and tensile strength, but lower ductility. Interestingly, these
mechanical properties observations are believed to be related to a reduced (10%) presence (for this X-Y
scan strategy) of retained austenite. Unfortunately, the authors do not specify the tensile specimens
AM build orientation making it difficult to speculate further on the reported outcomes. Separately,
Suryawanshi et al. [46] detected only weak fibre texture in the as-built condition and credited the
absence of texture to their use of the X-Y strategy during the build-up. They did, however, notice that
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some grains appeared to be orientated in the laser scan direction, which may be a result of melt-pool
solidification behaviour.
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In contrast to Bhardwaj, Becker et al. [39], who determined near-surface residual stresses using
the mechanical Strain-gage hole-drilling method (HDM), discovered 40% higher magnitude stresses
approaching yield strength (0.7 × Rp0.2) in the material that had been fabricated using the X-Y
strategy. Moreover, the stresses observed were tensile in nature which is clearly a contradictory
finding. The residual stress variation between literature studies suggests there is a need for more
comprehensive investigation using appropriate evaluation techniques. Becker et al. [39] do comment
that the stress distributions were non-uniform and inconsistent between specimens, and attribute this
to the AM process’s complex temperature gradients. Earlier work by Casavola et al. [79] employing
HDM also observed high-magnitude tensile near-surface stresses (0.7 × Rp0.2) in the as-built condition.
It is worth noting, however, that one of the fundamental limitations of the HDM method—which
relies on the accurate measurement of strains which are caused by localised stress relaxation on the
outside of a shallow hole as it is introduced incrementally into the stressed material—is that small
experimental errors in strain measurement translate into larger calculated residual stresses. Even in the
as-built condition, maraging steel exhibits a high Elasticity Modulus (E) (160 GPa) and high hardness
(Vickers Hardness 350 kgf/mm2), making it a difficult alloy to characterise by sensitive mechanical
methods. Nevertheless, it is clear from these studies that scan strategies play an important role in the
development of residual stress and texture in the as-built material.

To date, AM scan strategy manipulation has played only a supporting or minor role in research
concerning L-PBF maraging steel 300. Accordingly, the AM research and manufacturing community
would benefit from a study that would fully characterise the effect of alternative scan strategies on the
microstructural integrity, mechanical performance and anisotropy for this alloy.

4.2.4. Build Orientation and Heat Treatment

Anisotropy describes an uneven response of the alloy’s elastic and plastic properties (or flow–strain
relationships) with respect to the AM build orientations. L-PBF maraging steel 300 has a major
drawback against its CM counterpart. The mechanical properties are known to be anisotropic due
to an inherent sensitivity with regards to how a part is orientated within the build volume [55,56,80].
This anisotropy is manifested through the fabrication process where large thermal gradients during
melt-pool solidification, combined with the layer-wise deposition of the powder, planar movement
of the heat-source, and uniaxial movement of the build-plate, make it difficult to homogenise the
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microstructure and mechanical properties of the as-built metal. As discussed, a microstructure of fine
solidification cells, unique to the powder processing method and consequent to the powder granule
melt dynamics, is coupled with continuous re-melting/heating of material beneath the melt-pool during
the build-up. This causes a distinct three-dimensional microstructural pattern to form and results
in mechanical properties which vary with direction (anisotropy). In the case of the EOS MS1, the
material becomes isotropic following the application of a specified ageing heat treatment (6 h at 490 ◦C),
according to the EOS material datasheet (MDS) [55]. However, the MDS is not sufficient to characterise
the material performance for engineering designs and products, since it covers only the primary build
orientations (0◦ and 90◦), and comes from a single source (EOS, the L-PBF equipment manufacturer).

In contrast to CM maraging steel 300, and by reason of the rapid melt-pool cooling rates, the L-PBF
process provides a solid solution with full potential for precipitation strengthening [17]. As discussed,
rapid cooling creates a metastable martensite structure which is supersaturated with respect to the
solute [15,28,29,52]. This affords the heat treater/AM practitioners with an opportunity to by-pass
solution annealing and commence precipitation-hardening directly post-fabrication, which allows for
a much-accelerated fabrication route than that of the CP-alloy. The effectiveness of both the L-PBF
fabrication and heat-treatment process can only be measured by the extent to which the as-built and
heat-treated component behaves under mechanical loading. However, limited published research
exists to date concerning the build orientation influence on mechanical behaviour of AM produced
maraging steel 300 [66,81–85]. Croccolo et al. [82], who investigated the dependence of build orientation
relative to the build plane (0◦, 45◦, and 90◦) on the high cycle fatigue life of EOS M280 produced MS1
specimens in the aged (6 h at 490 ◦C) condition only, found no substantial difference on the fatigue
properties. Monkova et al. [81] examined the tensile properties of EOS MS1 fabricated at 0◦, 45◦, and
90◦, and contrary to the EOS published MDS [55] they observed no significant orientation dependence
in the tensile stress-strain behaviour for as-built, solution heat-treated (1 h at 820 ◦C), and aged (6 h at
490 ◦C) material.

Mooney at al. [84] examined a wide array of strengthening heat treatment plans to assess
the influence of thirty combinations of time and temperature on mechanical properties and plastic
anisotropy of maraging steel 300 fabricated at 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦. Of note is that considerable anisotropy
has been confirmed in [84] for the as-built condition, which can be drastically reduced via ageing
heat treatment. Other available test data mainly cover static testing (tensile, and/or hardness) of
maraging steel specimens fabricated in only one [13,16,17,45,51,66,67,77,83,86], or two [28,39,46,49,80]
of the primary AM build orientations. One of the most comprehensive of these studies in terms of
the reported mechanical properties is that of Jägle et al. [17], which has monitored the effect of an
array of aging heat-treatments on the static properties of the L-PBF alloy. While the study presents a
broad range of hardness results, limited tensile properties are reported (i.e., for the as-built and five
other peak-aged heat-treatment conditions). Furthermore, only the horizontal (0◦) build-orientation
is considered. Yin et al. [54], Bai et al. [40] and Mutua et al. [49] also present hardness and tensile
data for horizontal specimens tested under a narrow array of aging treatments. In these studies,
however, non-characteristic fluctuations/ variations in the AM alloy’s elastic and plastic behaviour
can be observed. While explanations for these abnormalities are not asserted, they may indeed be
introduced during the fabrication process and/or during the material characterisation process (e.g., due
to the tensile test rates employed).

Maraging steel 300 is rarely used in the as-built state, and Becker et al. [39] account for the
effectiveness of heat treatment on residual stress relaxation. The authors demonstrated that by
subjecting the material to a post-AM solution anneal, residual stress magnitudes could be relieved
by up to 80% and the properties (now akin to those of CP-material) exhibited their most isotropic
state (albeit with 26% reduction in yield strength). The evidence suggests that the solution anneal is
undoubtedly effective in reducing the residual stress state, however, this superfluous process-step
incurs additional processing cost and complexity and subtracts from the overall maraging steel 300 AM
appeal. An ageing heat treatment cycle is the natural route to enhance the alloy’s strength capabilities,
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however, on its own, ageing at moderate temperatures (e.g., 440–540 ◦C) seems capable only to provide
partial stress relief.

Croccolo et al. [82] allege that the standard ageing treatment of 6 h at 490 ◦C is particularly
effective at reducing residual stresses in maraging steel 300, however, a lack of research knowledge
regarding stress relaxation by cause of ageing make its effectiveness inscrutable. In this context, a better
comprehension of the link between the alloy’s ageing heat-treatment and the suppression of factors
such as texture and residual stress, which influence mechanical performance and property anisotropy,
is required. Such a study could also incorporate alternative scan strategies and build orientations in
its appraisal.

4.3. Mechanical Properties

Non-standardisation of machine-powder variable settings across the metal AM landscape leads
to variations in the microstructural evolution, austenite retention, and presence of defects in fabricated
parts. These issues, in conjunction with the use of an assortment of standard/non-standard test-coupon
geometries (e.g., flat and cylindrical) and mechanical testing rates in the research literature, have
resulted in a spread in the published monotonic properties of L-PBF maraging steel 300. The results for
as-built and the heat-treated material are presented in the following subsections.

4.3.1. As-built Material

There is a variation in the L-PBF maraging steel 300 properties reported in the published literature
for contrasting test-coupon geometries which have been fabricated on various systems [13,17,39,46–
49,51,55,66,67,80,81,84,86]. The spread of the as-built tensile properties reported across these studies
(i.e., Elasticity Modulus (E): 150–194 GPa; yield strength (Rp0.2): 768–1214 MPa; tensile strength (Rm):
1010–1325 MPa; and elongation at break (At): 6.1–14.3%) is a measure of the variability observed. The
tensile yield strength (Rp0.2) and elongation (At) at break values measured across various research
studies conducted on maraging steel 300 are plotted in Figure 6, offering a better visualisation of
the wide-spread variability observed. For reference, the values published by EOS in their material
datasheet (MDS) for MS1 are included in the plot.

Of note are the results obtained by Meneghetti et al. [87]. The red circled data points shown in
Figure 6 are the values published by EOS in their MDS for MS1 [55], while circled in black are properties
reported by Meneghetti et al. [87]. Both of these groups highlight anisotropic as-built properties since
values for the horizontal (circular symbol) and vertically orientated (square symbol) test-specimens
do not overlap. The plus (+) symbol is used where the author has not specified the build direction
of the tested parts. As shown, both the EOS [55] (red circled) data and Meneghetti et al. [87] (black
circled) data, which report properties for horizontal (0◦) and vertical (90◦) build orientations, provide
evidence that a certain stress and strain anisotropy exists in the as-built metal. There is, however, a lack
of consensus between Meneghetti et al. [87] reported tensile data and their concluding remarks where
they comment that there is no difference in terms of mechanical properties between specimen build
orientation. It is also worth noting that this study reports unusually high elongation (At) properties for
the as-built EOS MS1, as also shown in Figure 6.
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4.3.2. Heat-Treated (Aged) Material

Understandably, the quality of the as-built metal will govern its mechanical performance in the
aged condition, and that various combinations of ageing time and temperature will give contrasting
mechanical properties outcomes in maraging steel 300. Yasa et al. [41] was the first openly published
study to examine optimisation of the ageing heat-treatment of maraging steel 300. The study
demonstrated how increased hardness, approximately 10% greater than the CP-alloy, could be achieved
in the AM alloy. However, as-expected, ductility and toughness were markedly reduced to values
lower than the CP-alloy (AM ductility: 1.5% versus CP: 7%).

Other authors also report lower ductility in the L-PBF and heat-treated (aged) material [17,45,47,72].
Casati et al. [17] rationalise AM’s comparatively poor ductility and toughness by speculating that the
retained austenite at cell boundaries is so fine and well-dispersed, that it prevents any substantial
toughening as further reversion takes place during ageing. Certainly, studies covering the conventional
welding of maraging steel relate poor weld toughness to high energy inputs which involve prolonged
high-temperature exposure and slower cooling rates. This condition can lead to a coarse and
segregated structure and encourages precipitation at grain boundaries and thus embrittlement [18].
In a continuation of the work by Yasa et al. [41], the same group of researches [51] found the best
ageing parameters, in terms of developing optimum hardness, to be 5 h at 480 ◦C. With this t, T
combination, a hardness of 58 HRC was achieved. Contuzzi et al. [83] accomplished comparable
optimum hardness (57 HRC) in his brief conference article, but this was achieved after 15 h at
500 ◦C, whereas Mutua et al. [49] identified 5 h at 460 ◦C as their optimum heat treatment plan.
Campanelli et al [88] performed an extensive hardness measurement (HV) campaign on solution
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treated and aged SLM MS300 in a range of t, T combinations (0.25–25 h and 440–560 ◦C). The maximum
hardness value (700 HV) was achieved for 10 h at 480 ◦C heat treatment. Casati et al. [17] investigated
the effects of a more expansive range of ageing parameters (t, T) on the hardness of AM-processed
maraging steel 300. The strengthening trend as a function of ageing time for the various temperatures
revealed the peak hardness for a given t, T combination. These peak conditions were then examined
further on tensile test-specimens which were built in the horizontal (0◦) orientation. The measured
properties reflected the observed changes in the microstructure (i.e., increase in austenite with t, T).
The maximum yield strength obtained (Rp0.2 = 1957 ± 43 MPa after 8 h at 460 ◦C) is comparable to the
typical EOS MS1 achievable value, but EOS specify a different t, T combination (Rp0.2 = 1990 ± 100
MPa after 6 h at 490 ◦C).

It is evident that no two studies have identified an equivalent optimum heat treatment (ageing)
cycle for strength/hardness in the L-PBF alloy. The variety suggests skepticism about the most
appropriate ageing parameters, not only in terms of amassing strength and hardness (which has been
the focus of these studies in the past), but also in identifying the best combination of t, T to embody
ductility and toughness. When increased ductility is sought in MS1, EOS suggest an ageing treatment
of 6h at 525 ◦C (−600 ◦C) [89], however until now, there has been no published tensile data available for
the appraisal of these ageing parameters (either from EOS or the research literature). The formulation
of a full and robust evaluation of the wide-scale heat treatment and build orientation influences on
the monotonic tensile properties of L-PBF maraging steel, as presented in this study, is therefore
much needed.

The populous presence of blocking precipitates, as well as giving maraging steel outstanding
strength and hardness in the aged condition, are also highly effective at concealing anisotropic
mechanical behaviour. In that context, EOS publish isotropic data for MS1 in its aged
condition [55]. However, a certain stress and strain anisotropy is evident in Suryawanshi et al. [46],
Mooney et al. [84] and Meneghetti et al. [87] aged yield strength (Rp0.2) and elongation (At) experimental
data which are presented in Figure 7. As before, this plot intends to highlight a large degree of
mechanical properties variation observed within and between literature studies for maraging steel 300
which has been aged to achieve optimal strength. From the data presented, it is worth noting that
Suryawanshi et al. [46] downplayed a strength difference (117 MPa) between 0◦ and 90◦ build
orientations as “marginal”, whereas a strain anisotropy of 5% was not highlighted by Meneghetti
et al. [87]. Anisotropy can also be observed in Suryawanshi’s crack-growth resistance results which
show that vertical (90◦) specimens display a slightly higher rate of crack-growth than horizontal (0◦)
specimens, however, this too is not highlighted by the authors. Moreover, it is noted that the Mooney
et al. [84] obtained results suggest that induced anisotropy is not possible to be eliminated by applying
the 6 h at 490 ◦C heat treatment, while this plan does not optimise the alloy’s performance in terms of
strength, ductility and hardness.

The direct comparison of stress versus strain behaviour between alternative build orientations
(i.e., by superimposing the data on a plot) can provide very valuable information on the AM alloy’s
mechanical response, whereas, on their own, the “fixed value” properties derived from these plots
may lead to anisotropic behavior being overlooked. To date, however, only one study by Meneghetti et
al. [87] provides a visual insight into the anisotropic (elastic and plastic) maraging steel 300 material
response by supporting the derived mechanical properties of horizontal and vertically orientated
test-coupons with their corresponding superimposed—curves. In this study, both elastic and plastic
anisotropy can be observed in the as-built alloy’s—plotted paths, however as mentioned above, the
derived mechanical properties do not effectively communicate this observation, nor was it highlighted
by the authors. They recorded similar derived mechanical property values (Elasticity Modulus, yield
strength, tensile strength and ductility) for specimens fabricated at alternative build orientations
(0◦ and 90◦) in both as-built and heat-treated (aged) material conditions. Upon ageing, the tensile
elastic anisotropy previously observed in the as-built—curves is largely reduced. Nonetheless, a slight
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strength difference between build orientations is reflected in the aged material’s plastic response (i.e.,
between the material’s yield point through failure).Metals 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 21 
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in red are the values published by EOS in their material datasheet for MS1 which indicate isotropic
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Croccolo et al. [82] revealed fatigue strength anisotropy in aged EOS MS1 test-specimens grown
at three different angles (0◦, 45◦, and 90◦) between the specimen’s longitudinal axis and the build
direction. This experimental study executed a robust fabrication process using the EOSINT M280 AM
machine with supplier’s (EOS) pre-optimised parameter-set (Performance 2.0 for MS1) to manufacture
standardised specimens which were then shot-peened, precipitation hardened (6 h at 490 ◦C), and
shot-peened once more prior to finish-grinding. This cautious sample preparation sequence, plus
the fact that the alloy had been aged to obtain peak strength, rationalises the results achieved.
No significant disparity was observed in the fatigue strength between build-orientations. Still, the
45◦ and 90◦ specimens displayed lower fatigue limits, albeit marginal (1.6%, 2.6%), than horizontal
specimens. Residual stresses may be a contributory factor here since it is known that they are positively
correlated with increasing build height [90,91] and suggests that through-thickness, property-altering,
residual stresses may remain in the material after the prescribed EOS ageing (6 h at 490 ◦C) and
shot-peening treatments.
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5. Conclusions

This review identified and discussed a number of factors contributing to the variability of the
L-PBF maraging steel 300 mechanical properties reported in the published literature. These findings
can be helpful in guiding further research efforts in the AM manufacturing and post-processing arena.
A summary of some of the key findings is provided below:

• Not only the quality of the powder but also its morphology can play an important role in achieving
higher relative density and optimising mechanical properties.

• Processing parameters directly influence the material microstructure, which in turn has an impact
on the mechanical properties and anisotropic characteristics of the material. Moreover, in an effort
to control density and porosity levels when manipulating processing parameters, adverse results
may be obtained in terms of anisotropy.

• Laser scan strategy is a complex problem for material properties’ optimisation, yet it offers an
opportunity for further research on how alternate strategies may offer not improved anisotropy.

• The build orientation influence on the mechanical performance of the material is best to be
examined in conjunction with heat treatment plans. Anisotropy can be drastically reduced via
an appropriate choice of such plans, which are generally easy to implement for this material.
In addition, the growing body of research in this field is expected to inform changes in the way
heat treatments are selected relative to the sought mechanical properties.
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